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What are the advantages of building your
slide-based communication skills?

Make an impact,
improve your outreach
& resonate with broad
audiences.

Stand out from the
crowd (i.e., the sea of
#DeathByPowerpoint
presentations.

Improve your teaching
impact & engage more
with your students or
workshop/training audience.

Build your public
speaking confidence.

Enjoy working on your
slides again (or for the
first time).

Build audience trust
and your professional
network.

BOSS is for anyone who shares educational, scientific, or technical
information with adults. Our titles may vary, but our goal is the same: share
knowledge with others to inform, inspire, and create change.

Blast Off to Stellar Slides is my 8-week signature course that
teaches you advanced skills in how to storyboard, design &
deliver amazing presentations.

This is more than a slide design course. This is about learning effective
communication skills, when you happen to be using slides.
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Efficiency is critical to helping you avoid overwhelm as you apply the framework. You will
start by learning how to use your time more efficiently, plus some key strategies to creating
engaging presentations without having to think too much about it.

You'll learn how to choose what content to include on your slides, how to organize it,
what to leave out, and what level of detail is needed. You'll also learn how to start with a
hook and keep your audience paying attention from start to finish.

Your slides will still have text, so you'll learn how to have beautifully designed text that
doesn't bore or overwhelm your audience. This also includes a primer on information and
graphic design principles that will make you look like a design pro.

Visuals are magic, and you'll learn how to choose the perfect ones for your unique topic
(or create your own!). You'll also learn how to use them correctly, so they resonate.

Learn how to present ANY data effectively using my unique 4-step approach. After you
learn the universal approach, you'll see before/after makeovers for pie charts, horizontal
bar graphs, clustered bar graphs, line graphs, data tables, and stacked bars. Plus, there's a
lesson on presenting qualitative data effectively!

You'll learn how to set up your presentations in ways that don't let your data or info get
lost in the clutter or among outdated design elements (like word clouds and clip art).

1

Blast Off to Stellar Slides includes a CORE CURRICULUM and
BONUS WORKSHOPS. PLUS you get tech walkthroughs, handouts,
checklists, and other materials to support your learning.

The CORE CURRICULUM:
Learn the entire slide-based visual communication framework

Module 1: Effective Presentation Foundations

Module 2: Choose Your Content & Storyboard Your Presentation

Module 3: Declutter Your Slides & Presentation Content

Module 4: Design Your Slide Text Effectively

Module 5: Choose or Create, and Use, Visuals Effectively

Module 6: Present and Design ANY Data Effectively

The core curriculum teaches you evidence-based strategies for using
design to communicate effectively. This program is NOT a bunch of
scattered videos of "tips and tricks." This program walks you through
a unique & comprehensive framework, in a logical step-by-step order.
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2 BONUS WORKSHOP:
Create Your Visual Database Masterclass Training

3 BONUS WORKSHOP:
How to Create a Custom Handout & Infographic 101

4 BONUS VIDEO TRAINING:
Advanced Data Visualization Strategies with Ann K. Emery

5 RESOURCE LIBRARY:
Videos and Articles to Support Your Learning

6 POWERPOINT & KEYNOTE 101 TRAINING:
Extra Tech Training on PowerPoint and Keynote Basics

You can't have visual presentations without great visuals. That's
why the "Create Your Visual Database Masterclass" workshop is
included. You will learn the basics of copyright law (in the United
States), ethical image use, how to find the perfect visuals for your
unique topic, my favorite FREE stock photo sites, and more!

As your slides become more visual & engaging, printing all your slides
as your handouts becomes less useful. That's why every BOSS student
has the bonus do-it-with-me style workshop about how to create a
custom handout, FAST. The workshop also includes a mini lesson on
creating one- or two-page infographic-style handouts!

The BOSS core curriculum dataviz module teaches you a universal 4-
step approach to presenting ANY data effectively. These bonus videos
by Ann K. Emery will show you even more examples and provide
training on how to present different types of data, like icon arrays,
lollipop charts, and more!

This library includes extra resources that will supplement your
training. These are hand picked articles or videos that will provide
you with inspiration, actionable tips, and the latest research on
effective or creative research communication.

The BOSS curriculum includes tech training videos that accompany
many of the lessons. However, for those who feel a little rusty on their
PowerPoint or Keynote skills, you will also have these 101 training
videos to help.

Enhance your
reputation
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PRAXIS PACKAGE UPGRADE:
Add group mentoring calls & a private peer-learning community

MENTORING PACKAGE UPGRADE:
Add 1:1 sessions with me

STELLAR TEMPLATES UPGRADE:
Add time-saving templates

Read more testimonials at echorivera.com/blog/boss-experience

"As part of the Praxis package, Echo also offered live video chats (coaching sessions). Thus far I have
participated in four of these, each proving invaluable. I was able to see and hear other BOSS students as we
progressed through the course. We celebrated, commiserated, and assisted each other with the steady
guidance of Echo." - Becky Miller McGrath

This is the package to choose if you want opportunities to ask me
questions about the course material and get feedback on your
presentation storyboard or design. This package also gives you the chance
to practice your new skills, to network with other BOSS students, and get
their feedback, too.

Add this to your package if you want to take a deep dive on your specific
presentation storyboard or design. You will get tailored and customized
feedback and/or advanced training from me, and I'll do live edits to your
slides during the video call!

When you enroll, you'll have the option to add Stellar Templates to
your package. These will save you the time and hassle of creating
them yourself. Right now, it includes two slide "templates" (you'll
learn why that's in quotes in the course!), dataviz templates in excel,
and an easy-to-edit Venn diagram template. Templates are currently
in PowerPoint, Excel, and/or Keynote.

PLUS there are optional add-ons!

What students have said about the Praxis package...

I'm really really glad I went with the [Praxis] version of BOSS because it's
really helped me with getting feedback from the folks or through office
hours. It's an awesome, welcoming, safe space. If I have a question about
whether my visual makes sense, or my storyboard flows well, I can post that
to the group, and I’ll get several constructive responses. Being a part of the
BOSS community has helped me create and deliver a kickass job talk,
several conference talks, and everyday lectures. I also love seeing what my
fellow BOSS students are doing. Seeing their work helps to ignite my own
creativity, and I like being able to give encouragement and constructive
feedback to them, too." -Dr. Kathryn Klement
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Read more testimonials at
echorivera.com/blog/boss-experience

"Echo’s course is FULL of incredible tips
backed by science and experience that will
forever change the way you design and look at
presentations. Her specific design,
storyboarding, and storytelling tips
streamlined the way I work on and think about
presentations." -Dr. Ana Maria Porras

ALL STUDENTS RECEIVE ADD-ONS

To recap...

What students have said about BOSS...

"Signing up for BOSS has been the most fantastic
decision! My slides are more much fun to teach from.
I’m spending more time facing the audience and
interacting, as there’s no temptation to read from
the slides anymore." - Dr. Jennifer de Beyer

"As an interdisciplinary scholar I truly appreciate how
Echo blends together different areas of study and
expertise to craft a creatively engaging course. Most
surprisingly, the class unleashed a creative energy
within me I didn’t know was suppressed."
-Dr. Kandace Creel Falcón

"When I presented the first draft of my webinar
to my boss and project director, they were
wowed. My boss said, 'There is nothing like this
in the field." -Dr. Hirah Mir

"Since taking the course, my presentations are
far more dynamic and engaging." - Lesley Allen
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Who is BOSS for? Is it for me? What software or pre-requisite skills do I need?

How does BOSS work & how long do I have access to the materials and updates?

I'm really, REALLY BUSY. Is this program for me? What's the time commitment?

Will this work for MY audience? Will this work with MY complex data?

Frequently Asked Questions

This course is for academics, scientists, evaluators, and researchers (and similar) who want to improve
their own presentations. If you present educational or research/data-based information then this is for
you. This course is not meant for those in corporate or tech.

I recommend PowerPoint or Keynote, but you can use LibreOffice or Google Slides. I do not train on Prezi
and don't recommend you use it. Basic familiarity with slide software is all you need. This is NOT a
software-specific course. You do NOT need to have advanced presentation skills. This course includes tech
training videos in PowerPoint and Keynote.

BOSS is part cohort model and part self-paced online course. When you enroll, you'll have instant access to
the first set of lessons, and more will unlock every couple of weeks. But, you start whenever you want and
take the course on your own schedule.

You will have access to this course (and future updates!) for as long as this course is online. I fully
expect that I'll be doing this for at least another year. And, get this: there are no monthly fees to continue
accessing the online course material. Once your tuition is paid in full, that's it!

I made this course for busy people. BOSS is only about 12-15 hours (depends on how many tech training
videos you watch), and all of the videos are short! Most are about 2-8 minutes long and none are more
than 20 minutes. Anyone can fit these short videos into their schedule. Plus, this is an online, self-paced
course. You choose when you learn, and when you don't. You aren't learning onmy schedule, you're learning
on yours. Besides, if you're busy, then you need to take training because training saves you time. Full stop.

If your audience is adults then yes! BOSS will help you present your quant and qual data--whether it's
simple or complex. In fact, it's the presentations with the most complex data or information that benefit the
most from BOSS strategies. Also, BOSS presentations work for adult students, your peers and colleagues
(e.g., other scientists/academics) AND for broad audiences (e.g., policymakers, practitioners). BOSS is about
effective communication when you use slides--this is NOT just a course about pretty slide design.

I'm part of a team, can just one of us sign up & share the info?

Not by default. Enrollment is for a single license (single person) and the material is copyrighted. Logins
cannot be shared nor can students use the material to train others. But, group packages for BOSS are
available, or I could do group training webinars for your team instead. I'm sure we can figure something
out that works for your team. Email me at echo@echorivera.com so we chat about it.

What is your refund policy?

If you are unsatisfied with the course, email me within the first 14 days of your enrollment for a full
refund, no questions asked!
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